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Rethinking State Socialist Mass 
Women’s Organizations
The Committee of the Bulgarian Women’s Movement and the 
United Nations Decade for Women, 1975–19851

Kristen Ghodsee

During the UN Decade for Women, representatives of the world’s gov-
'3/.'/54�%#.'�50)'5*'3�(03�5*'�>345�5+.'�50�&+4%644�5*'�+446'4�0(�'26#-+59��
&'7'-01.'/5��#/&�1'#%'�+/�0(>%+#-�+/5'3)07'3/.'/5#-�(036.4��01'/+/)�
up an unexpected new front in the ongoing Cold War. While western 
80.'/�8'3'�%0/%'3/'&�8+5*�-')#-�#/&�'%0/0.+%�'26#-+59��40%+#-+45�80.'/�
+/�5*'��#45'3/�-0%�#3)6'&�5*#5�80.'/=4�'26#-+59�8+5*�.'/�8#4�64'-'44�
in a world full of racism, violence, underdevelopment, colonialism, and 
war. Over the course of the decade, women from the developing world 
came to embrace the idea that feminist struggles could not be separated 
(30.�5*'�6/&'3-9+/)�10-+5+%#-�#/&�'%0/0.+%�%0/&+5+0/4�+/�8*+%*�80.'/�
-+7'&��#-+)/+/)�5*'.4'-7'4�.03'�%-04'-9�8+5*�5*'�40%+#-+45�803-&���*306)*�
#�%#4'�456&9�0(�5*'�6-)#3+#/�!0.'/=4��07'.'/5��5*+4�#35+%-'�13'4'/54�
the UN Decade from the socialist women’s point of view, and argues 
5*#5�5*'+3�%0/53+$65+0/4�50�5*'�'#3-9�+/5'3/#5+0/#-�80.'/=4�.07'.'/5�
should no longer be ignored.

Introduction

In Mexico City (1975), Copenhagen (1980), and Nairobi (1985), repre-
C5>D1D9F5C�?6�D85�G?B<4SC�7?F5B>=5>DC�31=5�D?75D85B�6?B�D85�TBCD�D9=5�

to discuss women and the issues of equality, development, and peace in 
?6T391<�*>9D54�$1D9?>C� �*$�� 9>D5B7?F5B>=5>D1<� 6?BE=C��?@5>9>7�E@�1>�
unexpected new front in the ongoing Cold War. While legal and economic 
equality with men was the primary concern of western women, women 
from the socialist countries proposed that the equality between men and 
women would be useless in a world full of greater injustices such as rac-
ism, colonialism, underdevelopment, and war. Navigating between these 
two opposing points of view were women from the “G-77” (or Group of 77 
developing countries, many of them newly independent), who now held 
1�=1:?B9DI�?6�C51DC�9>�D85�*$��5>5B1<��CC5=2<I�2 Throughout the Decade, 
women from the G-77 increasingly rose up to challenge the western coun-
tries, calling for a controversial New International Economic Order (NIEO) 
that would end imperialism and radically redistribute the world’s wealth.3 
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By 1985, many women from the developing world embraced the idea that 
feminist struggles could not be separated from the underlying political and 
economic conditions in which women lived. They believed that issues such 
as national independence and economic development were intricately linked 
to women’s emancipation, a position that had been tirelessly promoted by 
women from the “Second World” countries through ongoing international 
advocacy efforts since 1945.4

In the subsequent historiography of the International Women’s De-
cade, scholars have usually ignored the important role played by women 
from the socialist countries.5 Indeed, one important 2004 volume of auto-
29?7B1@8931<�5CC1IC�GB9DD5>�2I�DG5>DI�C5F5>�G?=5>�9>F?<F54�9>�D85�*$�
Decade for Women did not include even one entry from a woman in the 
former Eastern Bloc.6 Moreover, within the English-language scholarship 
?>�D85�*$��53145��D85�1B7E=5>DC�1>4�?@9>9?>C�?6�C?391<9CD�G?=5>��1C�G5<<�
as the continuing struggles for real sex equality in the Eastern Bloc, have 
been downplayed or discredited because of their political commitments 
to various forms of Marxism-Leninism. Rather than considering the ways 
in which state socialist women’s organizations may have worked within 
the existing structures of power to promote a pro-woman agenda, western 
scholars often tend to uncritically see these organizations as only capable 
of taking direction from the top, with Maxine Molyneux claiming that “all 
[communist] political institutions are designed primarily to execute party 
@?<93I�1>4�D?�=?29<9J5�D859B�@1BD93E<1B�3?>CD9DE5>395C�6?B�D85�6E<T<<=5>D�?6�
state goals.”7 

�>��	
	��D85�89CD?B91>��E7ECD1��9=?E�C8?G54�8?G��5B=1>�89CD?BI�
textbooks written after 1989 obscured the European roots and international 
appeal of socialism, and ignored “the massive impact of leftist intellectual 
9>UE5>35C�?>� D85� 1BD93E<1D9?>�?6� D85� <925B1D9?>�=?F5=5>DC� 9>� D85� D89B4�
world, in spite of the fact that decolonization is a standard topic in history 
textbooks on the twentieth century.”8 The selective memory of the women’s 
�53145��C9=9<1B<I��B5U53DC�D85�<9>75B9>7�56653DC�?6��?<4�,1B�291C5C�1719>CD�
socialist women’s organizations.9�)89C�1BD93<5�9C�1>�1DD5=@D�D?�C55�D85�*$�
Decade from the perspective of women in the Eastern Bloc. Communist 
women believed themselves to be active participants in the early develop-
ment of the international women’s movement, by challenging mainstream 
�=5B931>�65=9>9C=�1>4�?6D5>�@B?F949>7�9>C@9B1D9?>�D?�@B?7B5CC9F5�G?=5>�
in the developing world. 

This article is a case study of the Committee of the Bulgarian Women’s 
Movement (CBWM) and its international activities between 1968 and 1990, 
particularly the important role it played in forging ideological bonds be-
tween Eastern Bloc and G-77 women. I rely on a combination of archival 
research with the records of the Women’s International Democratic Federa-
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tion (WIDF) and the CBWM and ethnographic interviews with key women 
involved in the CBWM between 1968 and 1990 (all of whom were between 
the ages of seventy and ninety-years-old at the time).10 In 2010–2011, I con-
4E3D54�CE335CC9F5�?@5>�5>454�9>D5BF95GC�G9D8�C9H��E<71B91>�G?=5>��TF5�
?6�G8?=�814�1DD5>454�1D�<51CD�?>5�?6�D85�*$�3?>65B5>35C�6?B�G?=5>��59D85B�
1C�1�=5=25B�?6�D85�?6T391<�45<571D9?>�?B�1C�1>�1DD5>455�1D�D85�DB92E>5�?B�
$�%��?BE=���9>1<<I����3?>4E3D54�D5<5@8?>5�9>D5BF95GC�G9D8�DG?��=5B931>�
65=9>9CDC���B5>5�)9>;5B�1>4��BF?>>5��B1C5B��G8?�1DD5>454�1<<�D8B55�3?>65B-
5>35C��G9D8��B1C5B�259>7�1�=5=25B�?6�D85�?6T391<�*�(��45<571D9?>�9>�#5H93?�
City and Copenhagen.

In the course of this research, I also was given access to the personal 
archives and papers of Dr. Elena Lagadinova, who served as the president 
?6�D85���,#�25DG55>�
����1>4�
��	��1C�G5<<�1C�D8?C5�?6��>9��EB385F1��
1�=5=25B�?6�D85���,#�G8?�G1C�C5>D�D?�G?B;�1D�D85�8514�?6T35�?6�D85�
WIDF from 1982 to 1990. Both women allowed me to copy their private 
4?3E=5>DC�1>4�@8?D?C��=1D5B91<C�D81D�G5B5�>?D�1F19<12<5�D8B?E78�?6T391<�
archival collections. Finally, I have drawn on scholarly and journalistic ac-
3?E>DC�?6�C?391<9CD�G?=5>SC�13D9F9D95C�4EB9>7�D85�*$��53145�6?B�,?=5>��
*C9>7� D89C�49F5BC9DI�?6� 1B389F1<� B5C51B38��?@5>�5>454� 9>D5BF95G9>7�� 1>4�
discourse analysis, this brief article focuses primarily on the international 
activities of the CBWM. My hope is to demonstrate how active the CBWM 
was between 1975 and 1985 in order to chip away at the lingering effects 
of Cold War politics on the feminist history of the International Decade for 
Women without reducing the importance of the Cold War as the historical 
framework within which these interactions occurred. 

The WIDF and the CBWM: A Brief History

Demands for an International Women’s Year in 1975 originated 
6B?=�D85�@B5CCEB5C�?6�D85�G?=5>SC�=?F5=5>D�9>�D85�*>9D54�(D1D5C�
1>4��D?�C?=5�457B55��D85�*>9D54�!9>74?=�1>4�,5CD��5B=1>I�N�
�D�D85�=?=5>D�/
���0�D85�6?3EC�?6�@?G5B�9>�D85�/9>D5B>1D9?>1<0�
G?=5>SC�=?F5=5>D�C55=C�D?�25�9>�D85�*>9D54�(D1D5C���1C93�53?-
nomic resources are centered there, with all that follows those, and 
9D�9C�@B?212<I�@?CC92<5�6?B�*�(��G?=5>�D?�4?=9>1D5�D85�=?F5=5>D�
to make their goals predominant.11

Despite the eagerness of some western scholars to attribute the origins 
?6��>D5B>1D9?>1<�,?=5>SC�-51B���,-��D?�D85�*>9D54�(D1D5C��*$�B53?B4C�3<51B<I�
show that is was Eastern Bloc women, working with the WIDF (which had 
consultative status with the Economic and Social Council) that pressed for 
the IWY.12 The WIDF was founded after World War II and brought together 
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women from both sides of the soon-to-be Iron Curtain in a joint cause: an 
end to war and aggression.13��DC�?6T391<�=5=25BC89@�=145�9D�D85�<1B75CD�9>-
ternational women’s organization in the post-war era.14 Between 1945 and 
1969, the WIDF held six World Congresses of Women across both Eastern 
and Western Europe, and these international meetings were instrumental in 
3B51D9>7�1�CDB?>7�7<?21<�>5DG?B;�?6�G?=5>�T78D9>7�>?D�?><I�6?B�C5H�5AE1<9DI��
but also for peace and development. These regular congresses built solidar-
ity among progressive women, and forged early links between women in 
D85��1CD5B>��<?3�1>4�D8?C5�9>��6B931���C91��1>4�"1D9>��=5B931��)85�,����
promoted the idea that women’s rights could not be disassociated from other 
larger, political goals. This was a message that resonated in many different 
social and economic contexts, particularly during the 1960s as women in 
colonized countries became active in movements for national independence. 
�?B�9>CD1>35���E=9<1I?�'1>C?=5�!ED9��1>�51B<I�$975B91>�1>D9�3?<?>91<�1>D9�
imperial feminist, became an early vice-president of the WIDF.15 

In Bulgaria, women had been active in the partisan resistance against 
their king who was allied with Nazi Germany in World War II. Two key 
T7EB5C�9>�D89C�51B<I�@5B9?4�G5B5�)C?<1��B17?9385F1�1>4�'141�)?4?B?F1��G8?�
were both present for the founding of the WIDF in Paris in 1945. Dragoicheva 
became Chairperson of the Bulgarian Women’s Committee and went on to 
become a long-standing member of the Bulgarian Politburo. Todorova was 
79F5>�D85�B5C@?>C929<9DI�?6�<5149>7�D85��E<71B91>�&?@E<1B�,?=5>SC�*>9?>�
��&,*���1>4�G1C�5F5>DE1<<I�=145�1�F935�@B5C945>D�?6�D85�,����16 Between 

���1>4�
��	��D85��&,*�2EC954�9DC5<6�G9D8�D85�D1C;�?6�5B14931D9>7�9<<9D5B13I�
among women and increasing their access to education and employment. 
By 1950, however, Bulgaria’s Stalinist clone, Valko Chervenkov, decided that 
Bulgarian women did not need a separate women’s organization.

By the late 1960s, several factors made it necessary to reinvigorate a 
Bulgarian mass women’s organization.17 Foremost was a precipitous de-
mographic decline. With women now enjoying equal access to educational 
opportunities and full time employment, birth rates were plummeting and 
further economic development was dependent on a continued expansion 
of the labor force. Bulgarian women also faced a new double burden of 
trying to combine formal employment with family life. Finally, inspired by 
trends in Czechoslovakia, it is possible that Bulgaria’s Communist leader, 
Todor Zhivkov, may have been trying out some subtle internal reforms by 
creating new popular organizations that would be more representative of, 
and responsive to, socialist citizens’ needs.18 In 1968, Zhivkov appointed Dr. 
Elena Lagadinova, another hero of the anti-Nazi resistance and a genetic 
5>79>55B�1D�D85��E<71B91>��3145=I�?6�(395>35C��D?�25�D85�>5G�@B5C945>D�?6�
the CBWM.
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Despite the appointment (rather than the election) of Lagadinova as 
its new president, the newly constituted CBWM was structured in a way 
that theoretically maximized the representation of women from around 
D85�3?E>DBI���C�1�3?>CD9DE5>D�=5=25B�?6�D85��1D85B<1>4��B?>D��D85���,#�
C??>�2531=5�?>5�?6�D85�<1B75CD�1>4�=?CD�9>UE5>D91<�?B71>9J1D9?>C�9>��E<-
garia. It also enjoyed relative autonomy from the government because of 
9DC�9>45@5>45>D�T>1>35C�19 Rather than relying on monies from the central 
state budget or the Fatherland Front to fund its activities, the CBWM had 
a dedicated revenue stream from the sale of its magazine, Zhenata Dnes 
(�*'�!0.#/��0&#9). Started in 1945, this magazine was one of the monthly 
magazines with the highest circulation rates in Bulgaria.20��<D8?E78�Zhenata 
Dnes was always subject to censorship, its progressive editor, Sonya Bakish, 
often managed to include articles that addressed the continuing problems of 
women in Bulgaria. These articles gently criticized government policies and 
often started with a quote from Lenin about how the best way to celebrate a 
revolution was to turn attention to the problems that the revolution had not 
yet solved. Zhenata Dnes was thus able to address controversial issues such 
as sexual politics and the double burden, topics rarely discussed elsewhere 
in the state controlled press, making the magazine even more popular with 
Bulgarian women. The subscription rate was inexpensive, but the sheer 
number of subscribers guaranteed that the CBWM had an ample budget 
to pursue its own agenda. 

The CBWM’s attempts at internal democracy, its recognition that so-
cialism had not yet solved all of women’s problems, and its independent 
T>1>35C�=145�D85��?==9DD55�B5<1D9F5<I�E>9AE5�1=?>7�D85��1CD5B>��EB?@51>�
G?=5>SC�?B71>9J1D9?>C���>�D85�=94�
��	C��D85��=5B931>�@?<9D931<�C395>D9CD��
Barbara Wolfe Jancar, traveled throughout Eastern Europe to assess the vari-
ous women’s organizations and their effectiveness in addressing women’s 
@B?2<5=C���<D8?E78�C85�1B7E54�D81D�=1>I�G?=5>SC�?B71>9J1D9?>C�TD�D85�
prevailing western stereotype, she made an exception for the Bulgarians:

Only in Bulgaria did I feel that the members of the Women’s 
Committee saw themselves as having any real initiative. There the 
executive directly told me that the committee was empowered to 
make recommendations for legislation to the leadership. In ad-
49D9?>��96�D85�3?==9DD55�T>4C�D81D�D85�<1G�81C�>?D�255>�@B?@5B<I�
upheld in terms of promotion, pay, or giving women leave for 
childbirth, the committee is authorized to take the delinquent 
5>D5B@B9C5�D?�3?EBD���C�61B�1C���;>?G��D89C�@?G5B�?6�5>6?B35=5>D�9C�
unique to the Bulgarian Women’s Committee. Finally, the Bulgar-
ian Women’s Committee believes it has developed a good inter-
national image. Its president, Elena Lagadinova, has represented 
the women’s organizations of all the East European countries, 
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excluding Yugoslavia, at Comecon meetings, and has been the 
champion of a proposal to coordinate efforts to solve women’s 
problems in these countries.21

Indeed, the CBWM was particularly successful in pestering the Po-
litburo to address women’s problems. Perhaps the best example of their 
ingenuity in dealing with the male-dominated political elite was their 
willingness to conduct national sociological survey research to gather the 
empirical evidence necessary to convince Bulgaria’s leaders of the double 
burden that women endured and how it was contributing to the falling 
birthrate. By collecting time budgets from Bulgarian women as early as 1968, 
the CBWM was able to demonstrate that women were still overwhelmingly 
responsible for child care and housework despite working the same number 
of hours as their husbands outside of the home. This research provided 
D85�C395>D9T3�41D1�D81D�6?B=54�D85�21C9C�?6���,#SC�14F?313I�566?BDC��1>4�
despite the immense costs to the national budget, the Committee convinced 
the Communist leadership to radically expand maternity leaves for all 
Bulgarian women (including those in agriculture) and to dramatically in-
crease the availability of crèches (day cares) and kindergartens throughout 
the country.22 

�>?D85B�4?=5CD93�CE335CC�6?B�D85��?==9DD55�G1C�9DC�9>C9CD5>35�D81D�
abortion should remain legal and freely available for most women despite 
the collapsing birth rate. Following the Romanian Communist government 
to the north, the Bulgarian leadership toyed with the idea of outlawing 
abortion. It was only the resistance of the CBWM that prevented a total ban. 
�2?BD9?>��9>CD514��G1C�?><I�B5CDB93D54�6?B�=1BB954�G?=5>�G9D8�DG?�?B�<5CC�
children in their care. It remained safe, legal, and easily available for all single 
and divorced women as well as for women caring for two or more children 
(even if those children were not biologically her own). The CBWM argued 
that women should not be forced to have children that they did not want. 
�<D8?E78�D85I�814�D?�3?=@B?=9C5�G9D8�D85��?==E>9CD�<5145BC89@�?>�D89C�
issue and were unsuccessful on other issues (such as the institution of pre-
nuptial contracts), they were relatively adept at navigating the constraints 
imposed on them by the centralized state authority.

There are other fascinating examples of the CBWM’s domestic activi-
ties, but the 10,000-word article format does not provide ample space for 
detailed discussion.23 What is most important for this article is that by 
1973 the CBWM had advocated for policies and expanded programs that 
allowed Bulgarian women to better combine work and family life not only 
compared to the western world at the time, but even compared to other 
“brother” socialist countries.24 The domestic struggles of the CBWM placed 
the Bulgarians in a leadership position among the Eastern Bloc countries 
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with regards to women’s issues, a position they would fully embrace dur-
9>7�D85�*$��53145�6?B�,?=5>�

Preparing for International Women’s Year (IWY) 

Between 1968 and 1972 the CBWM sent and received a wide variety 
?6�45<571D9?>C�6B?=�C?391<9CD�?B95>D54�3?E>DB95C�9>�"1D9>��=5B931���6B931��
1>4��C91��5F5>�1�F9C9D�2I�D85�B535>D<I�6B554��=5B931>���>75<1��1F9C��25 It 
G1C�D85���,#SC�4539C9?>�D?�8?CD�D85�,�����?E>39<�#55D9>7�9>�(?T1�6B?=�
�@B9<��	�D?�#1I����
�����8?G5F5B��G8938�<1E>3854��<5>1�"17149>?F1�1>4�
D85���,#�1C�;5I�T7EB5C�9>�D85�7<?21<�C?391<9CD�G?=5>SC�=?F5=5>D���1F-
ing already made some impressive strides at home, Lagadinova turned 
her attention to the international sphere with the goal of sharing Bulgarian 
CE335CC5C�G9D8�?D85B�@B?7B5CC9F5�G?=5>SC�=?F5=5>DC�16T<91D54�G9D8�D85�
WIDF.26 Representatives of women’s organizations from around the world 
31=5�D?�+1B>1��1�39DI�?>�D85��<13;�(51��16D5B�D85�*$��5>5B1<��CC5=2<I�814�
already voted to mark IWY.27 It was in Bulgaria that the WIDF delegates 
began to lay plans for the years leading up to 1975.

In a special decision, Decree No. 1 of January 3, 1975, the Council of 
Ministers of the People’s Republic of Bulgaria formed a National Initiative 
Committee (NIC) for IWY and approved a wide variety of measures to 
promote the domestic experiences of Bulgarian women as an international 
model, particularly for women in the developing world.28 The president of 
the NIC, Zhivko Zhivkov, was a member of the Politburo and the Deputy 
Prime Minister of Bulgaria, Zhivko Zhivkov, and Elena Lagadinova was 
appointed as one of three vice presidents. The Decision called on all unions, 
professional associations, ministries, and mass organizations to support the 
efforts of the CBWM during the IWY, particularly in its preparations for 
D85�*$�=55D9>7�9>�#5H93?��9DI�1>4�D85�,���SC�(5F5>D8�,?B<4��?>7B5CC�
?6�,?=5>�D?�25�85<4�9>��1CD��5B<9>�9>�%3D?25B����=1CC9F5�6?B597>�@E2<93�
relations campaign was planned to tout the achievements of Bulgarian 
women and the superiority of the socialist system in dealing with women’s 
9CCE5C����C@5391<�@??<�?6�6E>4C�G1C�1<C?�3B51D54�D?�CE@@?BD�D85�C5>49>7�1>4�
B5359F9>7�?6�45<571D9?>C�B5<1D54�D?��,-���>��	
	��D85�>9>5DI�I51B�?<4�!B1CD9>1�
Tchomakova, a long-standing secretary of the CBWM, explained to me, “We 
[the CBWM] were very lucky for this International Women’s Year. Before 
that, we did our work alone. But afterwards, they [the Politburo] supported 
our work in a new way.”29

)85�TBCD�2?<4�=?F5�?6�D85�$���G1C�D?�9>F9D5��5<F9�(9@9<L��D85��CC9CD1>D�
(53B5D1BI��5>5B1<� 6?B�(?391<��5F5<?@=5>D�1>4��E=1>9D1B91>��6619BC�� D?�
Bulgaria so that she could witness the country’s achievements for women 
TBCD�81>4��(85�G1C�D85�89785CD�B1>;9>7�G?=1>�9>�D85�*$�1D�D85�D9=5��1>4�
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D85�(53B5D1BI��5>5B1<�?6��,-���33?B49>7�D?�1���,#�B5@?BD�?>�9DC�9>D5B-
national “propaganda activities,” the committee was extremely pleased 
D81D�#BC��(9@9<L�1335@D54�D859B�9>F9D1D9?>�30 The Finnish lawyer, apparently, 
was considered hostile to the socialist cause, and the fact that she came to 
Bulgaria twice during IWY was considered a public relations coup. It was 
1@@1B5>D<I�85B�TBCD�?6T391<�F9C9D�D?�1�C?391<9CD�3?E>DBI�1>4�?>5�?6�Q85B�TBCD�
direct encounters with the socialist system.”31 The internal report stated 
D81D�(9@9<L�G1C�CE2C5AE5>D<I�851B4�=1;9>7�B565B5>35�D?��E<71B91SC�@B?7B5C-
C9F5�=1D5B>9DI�<51F5�@?<9395C�9>��>491�1>4�QC5F5B1<��6B931>�3?E>DB95C�R32 If 
>?D89>7�5<C5��(9@9<L�35BD19><I�<51B>54�D81D�D85��E<71B91>C�G5B5�D1;9>7��,-�
very seriously, and that its socialist government was publically committed 
to improving the situation of women.

�C�@B5@1B1D9?>C�6?B��,-�@B?355454�1@135��D85���,#�1<C?�C5>D�1�45<-
571D9?>�D?�D85��6B?��C91>�(I=@?C9E=�?>�(?391<��5F5<?@=5>D�?6�,?=5>�9>�
�<5H1>4B91���7I@D�?>�#1B38��O
	��
����33 This was a conference organized by 
D85�C?391<9CD�<51>9>7��6B?��C91>�&5?@<5SC�(?<941B9DI�%B71>9J1D9?>����&(%���
and brought together the heads of women’s movements and organizations 
13B?CC�D85��C91>�1>4��6B931>�3?>D9>5>DC���<=?CD�1<<�D85��1CD5B>��<?3�3?E>-
tries sent delegations to share their experiences and promote socialism as the 
ideal economic system to achieve development and national independence 
6?B�G?=5>�1>4�=5>�9>��6B931�1>4��C91�34 Occurring as it did just months 
before the Mexico City conference, it is important to note that the socialist 
countries emphasized that women’s issues must be linked to the larger 
@?<9D931<�9CCE5C�?6�D85�41I��5>3?EB1754�D85��6B931>�1>4��C91>�45<571D5C�D?�
embrace a language of global solidarity, and supported their demands for 
a New International Economic Order.35 

Two months later, the International Federation of Women in Legal Ca-
reers held its world Congress in Varna, Bulgaria from May 12 to 17 under the 
theme: “Women in 1975 and their equality—balance and prospects.”36 The 
conference brought together women from twenty-four countries in Europe, 
�6B931��1>4�D85��=5B931C��9>3<E49>7��5<F9�(9@9<L���?B�?D85B�G?=5>�6B?=�D85�
,5CD��D85�3?>65B5>35�9>��E<71B91�G1C�1<C?�D859B�TBCD�F9C9D�D?�1�C?391<9CD�3?E>-
DBI���>�85B�=5=?9BC��D85��D1<91>�<1GI5B��)5B5C1��CC5>C9?��BE791D5<<9��B531<<C�
being impressed by the Bulgarian women, particularly Svetla Daskalova, 
D85��E<71B91>�#9>9CD5B�?6� ECD935��G8?�G?E<4�25�1�=5=25B�?6�D85�?6T391<�
delegation in Mexico City).37��33?B49>7�D?��BE791D5<<9��D85��E<71B91>C�D??;�
every occasion to promote the gains that women had made under socialism 
in their country and to talk about the importance of supporting women in 
D859B�4E1<�B?<5C�1C�2?D8�=?D85BC�1>4�G?B;5BC���>4�1D�<51CD�9>�D5B=C�?6�<571<�
equalities, the Bulgarians had much to boast about, particularly compared 
to southern European countries like Italy.
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By 1975, a variety of Bulgarian laws guaranteed equality between men 
and women in all spheres of life, and the 1971 Zhivkov Constitution was one 
of the most progressive socialist constitutions regarding women’s rights, 
elevating maternity leave to a constitutional principle. Working women were 
guaranteed a fully paid pregnancy leave of 120 days before and after the 
29BD8�?6�D85�TBCD�389<4��
�	�6?B�D85�C53?>4�1>4�
�	�6?B�D85�D89B4��9>�1449D9?>�
to an extra six months of leave paid at the national minimum wage (seven 
months for the second child and eight months for the third). Women were 
also allowed to take unpaid leave until their child reached the age of three, 
G85>�1�;9>45B71BD5>�G?E<4�25�=145�1F19<12<5���<<�?6�D85�D9=5�D1;5>�?66�
from one’s job was counted toward labor service (with regard to pensions), 
and an enterprise was obliged to hold a woman’s position until her return.38 

�>�D85�BE>�E@�D?�D85�*$�3?>65B5>35�D85��E<71B91>C�<1E>3854�1�=1CC9F5�
@E2<93�B5<1D9?>C�31=@197>�D?�@?@E<1B9J5�D85C5�>5G�=1D5B>9DI�CE@@?BDC���3-
cording to CBWM records, the committee had overseen the production of 
560,000 copies of ten different brochures in French, English, Spanish, Rus-
C91>��1>4��5B=1>�1C�G5<<�1C�1>�1449D9?>1<��		�			�3?@95C�?6�1>��B1293�2B?-
chure on “Women in Contemporary Bulgaria.”39 These materials had been 
sent to libraries, diplomatic missions, and women’s organizations around 
the globe and were widely distributed in Mexico City as an example for 
?D85B�>1D9?>C���<D8?E78�D85B5�G5B5�CD9<<�@B?2<5=C�9>��E<71B91PD85�4?E2<5�
burden, the growing feminization of certain professions, and the continu-
ing lack of women in high political positions—the CBWM embraced these 
problems rather than trying to cover them up. Lagadinova believed that 
social change would take time, but it was her sincere personal conviction 
that the socialist state in Bulgaria was doing more than most countries to 
improve women’s lives. It was with these convictions and the recently 
passed maternity leave policies in place that the Bulgarian delegation would 
1BB9F5�6?B�D85�*$�3?>65B5>35�9>�#5H93?��9DI�

����	����������������
�����������
�<D8?E78�=5>�851454�=?CD� ?6� D85�?6T391<�45<571D9?>C� D?� D85�TBCD�

9>D5B>1D9?>1<�G?=5>SC�3?>65B5>35��9>3<E49>7�D85�*�(��45<571D9?>���9D�G1C�
�<5>1�"17149>?F1�G8?�<54�D85��E<71B91>�45<571D9?>��U1>;54�2I�DG?�?D85B�
powerful women: Svetla Daskalova (Minister of Justice) and Lyudmila 
Zhivkova (Minister of Culture). Valentina Tereshkova, a cosmonaut and 
D85�TBCD�G?=1>� 9>� C@135�� <54� D85�(?F95D�45<571D9?>��)5B5C8;?F1�G1C�1>�
9=@B5CC9F5�T7EB58514��2ED�C85�G1C�61B�=?B5�9>D5B5CD54�9>�C?391<9CD�9>D5B>1-
tionalism and women’s roles in guaranteeing world peace than in practical, 
day-to-day, domestic women’s issues although she recognized that the 
CBWM had won important concessions from the Bulgarian Politburo.40 
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Tereshkova and Lagadinova would become close personal friends, and the 
former may have personally preferred to let the Bulgarians take the lead on 
international women’s issues, particularly with regard to the developing 
world. Bulgaria was a small, but loyal, satellite country, where socialism had 
transformed a relatively backward subsistence agricultural economy into a 
modern nation-state in the span of a few short decades (Bulgaria had almost 
no large industries before the communist period). It provided a good role 
model for newly independent nations choosing sides during the Cold War.

For the women in the CBWM, the most important lesson of IWY was the 
realization that Bulgaria could become a world leader in terms of women’s 
9CCE5C��#1B91��9>;?F1��1���,#�=5=25B�?6� D85�?6T391<�45<571D9?>��G1C�
1@@?9>D54�D?�D85�G?B;9>7�3?==9DD55�4B16D9>7�D85�,?B<4�&<1>�?6��3D9?>���>�
�	

��C85�3<19=54�D81D��E<71B91SC�5H@5B95>35�G9D8�D85�T78D�6?B�=1D5B>9DI�
<51F5C�814�1>� 9=@?BD1>D� 9>UE5>35�?>� D85�?6T391<� 3?>65B5>35�4?3E=5>D��
because “at that time, Bulgaria was far ahead of most nations concerning 
women’s legal equality and state support for women as both mothers and 
workers.”41��>�1��		��9>D5BF95G���BF?>>5��B1C5B��1�=5=25B�?6�D85�?6T391<�
*�(��45<571D9?>�D?�#5H93?��9DI��B531<<54��Q$?2?4I�G?E<4�81F5�14=9DD54�9D��
1>4�9D�45T>9D5<I�G?E<4�>?D�25�C194�2I�1>I2?4I�6B?=�D85�*�(��45<571D9?>��
but it certainly did seem that women had at least more legal equality in 
the socialist bloc.”42 

While much has been written about Mexico City, it was not the only 
C97>9T31>D�9>D5B>1D9?>1<�5F5>D�?6�D85��,-���6D5B�#5H93?��9DI��D85��E<71B91>�
delegation returned home with a renewed sense of the important work that 
D85I�G5B5�4?9>7�6?B�G?=5>�9>�D859B�?G>�3?E>DBI��1C�G5<<�1C�D859B�C97>9T-
cance as an international example of the superiority of the socialist system. 
�<=?CD�G9D8?ED�=9CC9>7�1�251D��D85���,#�4?F5�9>D?�D85�@B5@1B1D9?>C�6?B�
1>�9>D5B>1D9?>1<�G?=5>SC�C5=9>1B�D?�25�85<4�9>�(?T1�6B?=�(5@D5=25B��O��43 
The CBWM had planned to hold the seminar before Mexico City in order to 
build solidarity between socialist-leaning countries in preparation for the 
*$�3?>65B5>35�44 But it was postponed and the name of the seminar was 
changed from “Woman and Socialism” to “The Woman in Contemporary 
Society.” The CBWM also invited a much broader spectrum of countries to 
attend than originally planned. The foreign delegations included women 
6B?=���6781>9CD1>���<75B91���5<79E=���E21���J538?C<?F1;91���I@BEC��+95D-
>1=���7I@D���D89?@91���'��5B=1>I���9><1>4����'���B5535���E>71BI���>491��
�B1>���D1<I��$?BD8�!?B51��"521>?>��#?>7?<91��#?B?33?��&?<1>4��&?BDE71<��
'?=1>91��(G545>��(IB91��)EB;5I��*(('��1>4�-E7?C<1F91��1C�G5<<�1C�1�C@5391<�
delegation from the WIDF.45��?@9>7�D?�2E9<4�?>�D85�=?=5>DE=�?6�#5H93?�
City, the Bulgarians promoted this meeting as a precursor to the World 
Congress of Women to be held just one month later.
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�33?B49>7�D?��<5>1�"17149>?F1��D85�,���SC�D89BD95D8�1>>9F5BC1BI�3?>-
gress in East Berlin was the most important event of IWY, and by far the most 
inspiring.46��?B�TF5�41IC�6B?=�%3D?25B��	O���?F5B���			�=5>�1>4�G?=5>�
from 141 countries descended on East Berlin for the World Congress, which 
814�255>�@<1>>54�2I�D85�,����G9D8�D85�CE@@?BD�?6�D85�*$�47��5<F9�(9@9<L�
G1C�9>�1DD5>41>35��1>4�9>�89C�?6T391<�7B55D9>7C�D?�D85�3?>65B5>35�45<571D5C��
*$�(53B5D1BI��5>5B1<�!EBD�,1<4859=�?@5><I�D81>;54�D85�,����6?B�TBCD�
suggesting the idea to celebrate IWY.48��33?B49>7�D?�D85�,����D85B5�G5B5�
=5>�1>4�G?=5>�6B?=�DG5>DI�>9>5��EB?@51>��D89BDI�D8B55��C91>��1>4�6?BDI�
D8B55��6B931>�>1D9?>C��1C�G5<<�1C�D89BDI�D8B55�3?E>DB95C�6B?=�D85��=5B931C�
1>4��ECDB1<91�1>4�$5G�.51<1>4��

The work of the congress was divided among nine special commit-
tees, with prominent world leaders heading each committee.49 One of the 
most important committees of the conference was the seventh Committee, 
convened to discuss the subject of “Women and the Struggle for National 
Independence and World Solidarity.” The Committee was chaired by the 
+935�&B5C945>D�?6���&(%��1>4�451<D�G9D8�C?=5�?6�D85�=?CD�DB?E2<9>7�@?-
litical issues of the day, particularly the right of newly independent colo-
nies to choose their own path to economic development without western 
9>D5B65B5>35���>�D85�T>1<�B5@?BD�?6�D85�C5F5>D8��?==9DD55���B���J9J�(85B96�
concluded, “I would like to stress that the discussion of the issues of national 
<925B1D9?>�3<51B<I�B5F51<54�D85�TB=�AE5CD�?6�D85�@5?@<5C�6?B�6B554?=�1>4�
peace. It also underlined the very important role played by the democratic 
women’s movement in the world in this sphere. The work of the [seventh] 
Committee enhanced the conviction in the necessity of closing ranks and 
strengthening the alliance with the socialist countries and the progressive 
forces.”50

�<D8?E78�CD1D5=5>DC�CE38�1C�D85C5�G5B5�1<G1IC�9>6?B=54�2I�D85�B51<9-
D95C�?6�CE@5B@?G5B�B9F1<BI��D85I�494�B5U53D�1�7B?G9>7�C?<941B9DI�25DG55>�
C?391<9CD�1>4�45F5<?@9>7�>1D9?>C��@1BD93E<1B<I�9>�D85�G1;5�?6��=5B931>�9>-
terventions in Vietnam and Chile and its continued support of the apartheid 
B579=5�9>�(?ED8��6B931���>�=I�3?>F5BC1D9?>C�G9D8�D85��E<71B91>�G?=5>�G8?�
attended the World Congress, it was there that they claim to have realized 
the need for greater connections between the socialist and developing coun-
DB95C�9>�?B45B�D?�B5C9CD�G81D�D85I�@5B359F54�?6�1C��=5B931>�G1B=?>75B9>7�
and imperialism. In 2011, Elena Lagadinova recalled: “[In Berlin] we were 
all different colors, and spoke so many different languages, from so many 
3?E>DB95C��2ED�G5�3?E<4�3?=5�D?75D85B�1>4�T>4�C?<941B9DI�9>�?EB�3?==?>�
hatred of war, colonialism, and racism. Of course we all had our political 
opinions, but we were all women facing the same problems that women 
faced all over the world.”51
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The Lead up to Copenhagen

The CBWM’s efforts to address women’s issues were undoubtedly part 
of a larger Cold War campaign to promote the superiority of the socialist 
system to leaders in the newly independent countries, but it is important 
to recognize that they were also focused on improving the material condi-
tions of women’s lives. In 1976, the CBWM (with the support of the WIDF 
1>4�*$�(�%��85<4�1>� 9>D5B>1D9?>1<� 3?>65B5>35� 9>�(?T1�?>�Q,?=5>� 9>�
�7B93E<DEB5R�D81D�2B?E78D�D?75D85B�DG5>DI�5978D�>1D9?>1<�G?=5>SC�?B71-
>9J1D9?>C� 6B?=�1B?E>4� D85�G?B<4�� 1C�G5<<� 1C� B5@B5C5>D1D9F5C�?6���&(%��
D85�&1>��6B931>�,?=5>SC�%B71>9J1D9?>�� D85�,?B<4��545B1D9?>�?6�)B145�
*>9?>C��1>4�D85��>D5B>1D9?>1<��??@5B1D9F5��<<91>35���5C97>54�D?�1@@51<�D?�
agricultural economies in the developing world, half of the seminar was 
454931D54�D?�=55D9>7C�9>�(?T1�1>4�D85�?D85B�81<6�3?>C9CD54�?6�54E31D9?>1<�
excursions to cooperative farms across the country.

Moreover, between 1977 and 1978, the CBWM had what it called 
“experience exchanges” with women’s organizations in all of the socialist 
countries as well as with Tanzania, France, Syria, Iraq, Greece, Congo, and 
Turkey. They sent delegations to “expand contacts” with women in Por-
DE71<��(@19>��1>4��<75B91�52 In early 1977, the CBWM also went to a WIDF 
regional seminar in Conakry, Guinea, which was attended by governmental 
1>4�>?>7?F5B>=5>D1<� B5@B5C5>D1D9F5C�?6� D89BDI�DG?� CD1D5C� 9>��6B931�1>4�
the Middle East, as well as guest delegations from ten socialist countries. 
In Conakry, the socialist countries emphasized the importance of peace, 
45F5<?@=5>D��1>4�>1D9?>1<�9>45@5>45>35�6?B��6B931>�CD1D5C�5=5B79>7�6B?=�
colonial oppression.53 The year 1978 also saw the establishment of a WIDF 
B579?>1<�DB19>9>7�35>D5B�9>��1F1>1���E21�54�)85�9451�D?�3B51D5�1�*$�9>CD9DED5�
that would train women leaders had been conceived of in Mexico City, but 
D85��1F1>1��5>D5B�@B541D54�D85�?@5>9>7�?6�D85�?6T391<�*$��>D5B>1D9?>1<�
'5C51B38�1>4�)B19>9>7��>CD9DED5�6?B�D85��4F1>35=5>D�?6�,?=5>���$()'�,��
2I�TF5�I51BC��

�<<�?6� D89C�13D9F9DI�2I�D85�C?391<9CD�G?=5>�494�>?D�7?�E>>?D9354�2I�
D85��=5B931>�7?F5B>=5>D��G8938�814� <?>7� 3?>C945B54�G?=5>SC�=?F5-
ments in the developing world as “communist fronts.”55 In 1973, the Percy 
�=5>4=5>D�D?�D85�
��
��?B597>��CC9CD1>35��3D�5CD12<9C854�D85�,?=5>�9>�
�5F5<?@=5>D��,����@B?7B1=�1D�D85�*>9D54�(D1D5C��75>3I�6?B��>D5B>1D9?>1<�
�5F5<?@=5>D� �*(������,��SC�19=�G1C� D?�?B71>9J5�45F5<?@=5>D� 9>9D91-
D9F5C�6?B�G?=5>�G9D89>�1�31@9D1<9CD�6B1=5G?B;��)85�?6T391<�9>3?B@?B1D9?>�
?6�G?=5>�9>D?�*�(��29<1D5B1<�194�@B?7B1=C�G1C�=5D�G9D8�CEC@939?>�2I�D85�
socialist countries and undoubtedly seen as competition for the “hearts and 
minds” of the world’s women. For instance, once it became known that 
�$()'�,�G1C�D?�25�<?31D54�9>�D85��?=9>931>�'5@E2<93��1�3<?C5�*�(��1<<I���
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the leadership of the WIDF began to consider the possibility of establishing 
1�C53?>4�DB19>9>7�35>D5B�9>�(?T1��1�35>D5B�D81D�G?E<4�DB19>�G?=5>�6B?=�
�C91��D85�#944<5��1CD��1>4��6B931���>�1>�9>D5B>1<�=5=?�49C3ECC9>7�D85C5�
plans, Elena Lagadinova explained to the Politburo that: 

Without a doubt, the Western countries will try to use it [IN-
()'�,0�1C�1�=51>C�?6�13D9F5<I�9>UE5>39>7�D85�G?=5>�6B?=�D85C5�
/45F5<?@9>70�3?E>DB95C��)?�CD55B�D85=�1G1I�6B?=�D85�@1D8�?6�T>4-
ing a radical solution to the pressing social issues related to the 
CD1DEC�?6�G?=5>�9>�C?395DI��1>4�6B?=�D85�@1D8�<5149>7�D?�D85�T78D�
for economic and political rights, such as freedom, national inde-
@5>45>35��1>4�@5135N�/,05�25<95F5�D81D�D85�3B51D9?>�?6�1�35>D5B�6?B�
training and preparation of women leaders in a socialist country 
is a very opportune and useful idea. Bulgaria serving as the host 
G?E<4�1<C?�@B?F945�G?=5>�<5145BC�6B?=�2?D8�3?>D9>5>DC�/�6B931�
1>4��C910�1�D8?B?E78�13AE19>D1>35�G9D8�D85�D85?BI�?6�C395>D9T3�
communism and the rich experience of the socialist countries, and 
foremost of the People’s Republic of Bulgaria, in the resolution 
of equality and status issues faced by women. Together with the 
practical introduction to the advantages of real socialism for the 
development of women, it [the center] could be an active form of 
@5B=1>5>D�C?391<9CD�9>UE5>35�?>�D85�1DD9DE45C�?6�D85�@1BD939@1>DC�
in the courses; in this way, the socialist ideals will gain the support 
of large parts of the populations of countries both with a socialist 
1>4�1>�9>45@5>45>D�?B95>D1D9?>�9>��C91�1>4��6B931�56

This quote nicely demonstrates the tone used by the CBWM in its com-
munications with the male-dominated Politburo, using the rhetoric of the 
Cold War to convince male elites to support women’s activism. In its efforts 
to gain permission for the center, Lagadinova also insisted to the Politburo 
that all costs for the courses held in Bulgaria would be borne by the CBWM 
and the WIDF. With Soviet support (i.e., Tereshkova) and an independent 
budget, the CBWM was in a strong position to promote their own agenda. 
)85���,#�494�75D�@5B=9CC9?>�D?�8?CD�I51B<I�3?EBC5C��D85�TBCD�?6�G8938�
G?E<4�25�1�6?BDI�41I�DB19>9>7�3?EBC5�6?B�B5@B5C5>D1D9F5C�6B?=��6B931>�1>4�
�C91>�G?=5>SC�?B71>9J1D9?>C�9>�
��	��&B5@1B1D9?>C�6?B�D89C�TBCD�3?EBC5�G5B5�
well under way in 1979 just as the world’s women were also gearing up for 
the second World Conference on Women.

Copenhagen

#E38�9>;�81C�255>�C@9<D�?>�D85�@?<9D931<�1>9=?C9D95C�1>4�3?>U93DC�1D�
the Copenhagen conference, but the key point for the present article is 
D81D�D85�*�(��45<571D9?>��D?75D85B�G9D8��1>141���CB15<��1>4��ECDB1<91��G1C�
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6?B354�D?�F?D5�1719>CD�1<<�����@1B17B1@8C�?6�D85�?6T391<�3?>65B5>35�4?3E-
=5>D��D85�&B?7B1==5�?6��3D9?>�57 Socialist bloc machinations resulted in 
the last minute addition of “Palestinian women” to the conference agenda 
and the ultimate insertion of the word “Zionism” into a paragraph that 
equated it with “racial discrimination.” Simultaneously, two resolutions 
@1CC54�2I�D85�*�(���?EC5�?6�'5@B5C5>D1D9F5C�16D5B�D85�*�(��45<571D5C�G5B5�
already in Copenhagen forbade them from approving any document that 
included the word “Zionism.”58 Whereas political issues (such as Middle 
East peace) had been dealt with in a separate conference document in Mexico 
City (The Declaration of Mexico), the Copenhagen organizers insisted that 
5F5BID89>7�25�9>3<E454�9>�D85�&B?7B1==5�?6��3D9?>��&B13D931<<I��D89C�=51>D�
that a vote against the use of the word “Zionism” was also a vote against 
all of the other paragraphs of the Programme, including those advocating 
for basic legal rights for women.59��>�D85�*�(��45<571D9?>�B5@?BD�213;�D?�D85�
�?EC5�?6�'5@B5C5>D1D9F5C��CD1665BC�3<19=54�D81D�D85�C9DE1D9?>�G8938�<54�D?�
D85�*�(��F?D5�1719>CD�D85�&B?7B1==5�QB5U53D54�D85�9>D5>C5�3?>U93D�25DG55>�
D85��B?E@�?6����1>4�D85�(?F95D��B12�2<?3�?>�D85�?>5�81>4�1>4�D85�,5CD5B>�
nations on the other.”60 

*C9>7� D89C� 1<<91>35�G9D8� D85������� D85� C?391<9CD� 3?E>DB95C�G5B5� 1<C?�
12<5�D?�9>UE5>35�D85�GB9D9>7�?6�D85�Q89CD?B931<�@5BC@53D9F5R�C53D9?>�?6�D85�
Programme. )85�?6T391<�4?3E=5>D�?6� D85�(53?>4�,?B<4��?>65B5>35�?6�
Women asserts that: “In the countries with centrally planned economies 
1�6EBD85B�14F1>35=5>D�?6�G?=5>�D??;�@<135�9>�F1B9?EC�T5<4C��,?=5>�9>�
those countries actively participated in social and economic development 
1>4�9>�1<<�?D85B�T5<4C�?6�@E2<93�<965�?6�D859B�3?E>DB95C��9>3<E49>7�9>�D85�13D9F5�
struggle for peace, disarmament, détente, and international co-operation. 
��8978�<5F5<�?6�5=@<?I=5>D��851<D8��54E31D9?>�1>4�@?<9D931<�@1BD939@1D9?>�
of women was achieved in countries with centrally planned economies, in 
G8938�>1D9?>1<�=5381>9C=C�1B5�1<B514I�9>�5H9CD5>35�G9D8�145AE1D5�T>1>391<�
1<<?31D9?>C�1>4�CE6T395>D�C;9<<54�@5BC?>>5<�R61 It was a political triumph 
for the Eastern Bloc delegations to include this language in a document 
endorsed by ninety-four countries and subsequently passed by the General 
�CC5=2<I���<D8?E78�D85B5�G5B5�35BD19><I�CD9<<�@B?2<5=C�6?B�G?=5>�<9F9>7�9>�
centrally planned economies (not the least of which were chronic shortages, 
police surveillance, and limited political freedoms), at least some parts of 
this paragraph were true. In Bulgaria, there were skilled women with ample 
resources working at the national level to promote women’s issues, peace, 
and international cooperation. 

Yet statements such as these continued to be met with skepticism from 
the West. Cold War politics and the western prioritization of human rights 
=145� 9D�496T3E<D� D?� 1335@D� D81D� C?=5��1CD5B>��<?3� 3?E>DB95C�G5B5� DBE<I�
committed to improving the material conditions of women’s lives. The 
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CD5B5?DI@5�D81D�C?391<9CD�G?=5>�9>�D85�?6T391<�45<571D9?>C�G5B5�=5B5�4E@5C�
of male, communist politicians back home, without any real independence, 
G1C�1�@5BF1C9F5�?>5��-5D�9D�9C�9B?>93�D81D�D89C�3B9D9AE5�25DD5B�5H5=@<9T54�D85�
C9DE1D9?>�?6�D85�G?=5>�9>�D85��=5B931>�45<571D9?>�9>��?@5>8175>���719>CD�
their desire to support women’s rights, they were compelled to vote against 
D85�&B?7B1==5�?6��3D9?>�6?B�@EB5<I�@?<9D931<�B51C?>C�1D�D85�2585CD�?6�=5>�
9>�D85��?EC5�?6�'5@B5C5>D1D9F5C�1>4�D85�(5>1D5��,89<5�9D�9C�DBE5�D81D�D85�
socialist women at the conference openly embraced Communist ideologies, 
=1>I�?6�D85=��C@539T31<<I�D85�=5=25BC�?6�D85���,#��G5B5�1<C?�CDB945>D�
advocates for sex equality. Just as western women were constrained by the 
foreign policy choices of male politicians back home, so too were socialist 
women always required to work within the constraints of Cold War geopo-
litical rhetoric. It is no surprise, therefore, that ideological commitments and 
3?>CDB19>DC�9>UE5>354�2?D8�Q�9BCD�,?B<4R�1>4�Q(53?>4�,?B<4R�@B?7B1=C�
D?�9>UE5>35�G?=5>SC�=?F5=5>DC�9>�D85�Q)89B4�,?B<4�R

The WIDF and CBWM Courses in Bulgaria

In September 1980, less than two months after the Copenhagen meet-
9>7�� D85���,#�8?CD54�D85�TBCD�Q(38??<�6?B�!>?G<5475���B95>4C89@�1>4�
(?<941B9DIR� 9>� (?T1��)89C�G1C� 1� :?9>D� 566?BD� 25DG55>� D85�,����1>4� D85�
CBWM, with both organizations fully funding the travel, accommodation, 
1>4�5>D5BD19>=5>D�5H@5>C5C�6?B�DG5>DI�?>5�G?=5>�6B?=��6B931�1>4��C91�
for a forty-day stay in Bulgaria. Inspired by the courses being taught for 
"1D9>��=5B931>�G?=5>�1D�D85�,���SC��1F1>1��5>D5B��D85���,#�85<@54�
to organize the curriculum for the roughly six-week course, which included 
lectures, seminars, and travel around Bulgaria.62��<<�?6�D85�<53DEB5C�G5B5�
C9=E<D1>5?EC<I� DB1>C<1D54� 9>D?��>7<9C8���B5>38���B1293�� 1>4�&?BDE7E5C5�
to representatives from women’s organizations from India, Bangladesh, 
�6781>9CD1>�� D85�&89<9@@9>5C�� (B9�"1>;1���5>9>���81>1��$975B91��$975B��
�?DCG1>1��.1=291��!5>I1��"5C?D8?��$1=9291��'G1>41���EBE>49��(?=1<91��
(E41>��)1>J1>91��)?7?��.9=212G5���D89?@91��D85�(?ED8��6B931>�'5@E2<93��
�>7?<1��#?J1=29AE5���E9>51��9CC1E��1>4��1@5�+5B45�

This was not a light-hearted sisterly exchange, however, but a serious 
“boot camp” for women’s activists. The national women’s organizations af-
T<91D54�G9D8�D85�,����9>�5138�?6�D85�C5>49>7�3?E>DB95C�G5B5�B5C@?>C92<5�6?B�
choosing their most committed activists to attend the course, with the idea 
that they would return to their home countries and share their knowledge 
with other women. The course was envisioned as an exercise in “training the 
trainers,” long before this term became popular with western aid agencies 
1>4�$�%C���?B�D85�TBCD�=?>D8�?6�D859B�CD1I��D85�@1BD939@1>DC�814�TF5�8?EBC�
of lectures for twenty days, in addition to individually tailored one-on-one 
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workshops. The WIDF and the CBWM teachers shared practical advice 
on how to prepare reports, write speeches, talk to the media, issue press 
releases, and organize conventions on women’s issues. 

In a memorandum sent to the Central Committee, the CBWM outlined 
their proposed syllabus. This incorporated several lectures on the “Tasks of 
D85�,����R�9>3<E49>7�QD85�T78D�6?B�@?<9D931<��:E49391<�1>4�C?39?�53?>?=93�
rights of women (the role of women as working citizens and mothers)” and 
QD85�T78D�6?B�<?>7�<1CD9>7�@5135��>1D9?>1<�9>45@5>45>35��45=?3B13I��1>4�
social progress.”63��>?D85B�E>9D�6?3EC54�?>�D85�CD1DEC�?6�G?=5>�<9F9>7�E>45B�
socialism, and three thematic groups were proposed: one, women and the 
labor force, two, women and society, and three, woman and the family. The 
three themes were all to be discussed with reference to the experiences of 
Bulgarian women since 1945. 

In addition to the lectures focused on touting the accomplishments 
of “really existing” socialism, much time was also spent on the political, 
socio-economic, and cultural issues of the respective G-77 countries. The 
organizers constructed detailed assessments of the situation of women in 
5138�?6�D85�3?E>DB95C�1>4�D85�C@539T3�@?<9D931<��C?39?�53?>?=93��1>4�3E<DEB1<�
problems that they faced. Each of the delegates was able to discuss the meth-
ods necessary not only to form active feminist organizations, but also to seek 
collaboration with different mass organizations in the pursuit of dealing 
C1D9C613D?B9<I�G9D8�G?=5>SC�9CCE5C���>�?D85B�G?B4C��D85�314B5C�6B?=��6B931�
1>4��C91�G5B5�>?D�?><I�5>3?EB1754�D?�25�65=9>9CDC�1>4�D?�3B51D5�G?=5>SC�
organizations, but they were also being trained to form strategic alliances 
with other organizations that could be instrumental in promoting the cause 
of women’s equality within a more equitable society for all.

Perhaps even more important were the detailed lectures on the struc-
DEB5�1>4�89CD?BI�?6�D85�*$�1>4�9DC�C@5391<9J54�2B1>385C�451<9>7�G9D8�D85�
@B?2<5=C�?6�G?=5>�1>4�389<4B5>��)85�314B5C�6B?=��C91�1>4��6B931�G5B5�
61=9<91B9J54�G9D8�D85�6E>41=5>D1<<I�45=?3B1D93�>1DEB5�?6�D85��5>5B1<��C-
sembly and how developing countries could band together and out-vote 
the developed countries of the West.64 From the proposed lesson plans, it 
9C�3<51B�D81D�C5F5B1<�41IC�G5B5�C@5>D�D51389>7�G?=5>�12?ED�8?G�D85�*$�
worked and how it could give voice to small, newly independent countries. 
)85C5�9>3<E454�<5CC?>C�9>�*$�@1B<91=5>D1BI�@B?354EB5��<51B>9>7�D85�21C93C�
?6�*$�B5C?<ED9?>C�1>4�1=5>4=5>D�@B?354EB5C��1C�G5<<�1C�D85�1BD�?6�9>6?B=1<�
caucusing.65 Interspersed with the twenty days of lectures were weekend 
excursions to a variety of sites around the country, including attendance at 
C5CC9?>C�?6�D85�,?B<4��CC5=2<I�?6�$1D9?>C�6?B�&5135�3?>7B5CC�81@@5>9>7�
9>�(?T1�1D�D85�C1=5�D9=5��)85B5�G1C�1<C?�?>5�6E<<�G55;�?6�DB1F5<�@<1>>54�
around Bulgaria to witness the “wonders” of the socialist system.

It is essential to remember that the 1970s had been successful for the 
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command economic system in Bulgaria; the seaside was studded with brand 
new, state-of-the-art hotels and the cities were growing at a breakneck pace.66 
�<D8?E78��E<71B91�494�>?D�81F5�D85�F1B95DI�?6�3?>CE=5B�7??4C�1F19<12<5�
in the developed western countries, it did have an impressive plethora 
of schools, universities, hospitals, cooperatives, and cultural centers that 
would be the envy of many women from the developing world. While there 
is no doubt that the Bulgarians and the WIDF wanted to support the G-77 
countries already allied with the socialist bloc, the inclusion of delegates 
6B?=�G5CD5B>�<51>9>7� 3?E>DB95C� <9;5�!5>I1� CE775CDC� D81D� D85��E<71B91>C�
and the WIDF were casting a broader net, hoping to build alliances and 
>5DG?B;C�D81D�5HD5>454�25I?>4�D85�5CD12<9C854�C?391<9CD�C@85B5C�?6�9>UE-
ence. In a speech to the course participants, Elena Lagadinova explained: 
Q,5�3?>C945B�D89C�3?EBC5�1>�5H@B5CC9?>�?6�?EB�C?<941B9DI�G9D8�I?EB�T78DC�
for national independence, female equality and social progress. But dear 
friends, let me also express my gratitude to you, the representatives of our 
6B1D5B>1<�?B71>9J1D9?>C�6B?=��C91�1>4��6B931��6?B�1335@D9>7�?EB�9>F9D1D9?>�
and leaving behind your work, home, and your loved ones—perhaps 
young children as well—to come here (despite the long distance) and to 
learn in the name of the cause: to be even more useful to your people and 
your organizations.”67

In 1982, the CBWM organized another training course for women from 
�6B931�1>4��C91��G8938�6?<<?G54�D85�=?45<�?6�D85�
��	�3?EBC5���>�
���1>4�
1985, the CWBM organized a School of Peace and an International Peace 
Workshop, which brought together leaders of left-leaning women’s orga-
>9J1D9?>C�1>4�=?F5=5>DC��9>3<E49>7�45<571D5C�6B?=�D85�*�(����1>141��1>4�
,5CD5B>��EB?@5���<<�?6�D85C5�3?EBC5C��1C�G5<<�1C�D85�3?>CD1>D�C5>49>7�1>4�
receiving of delegations, brought hundreds of women leaders from both 
the developed and developing worlds to Bulgaria so they could see for 
themselves what life was like in a socialist country. These activities helped 
to dispel stereotypes and built a network of progressive women with a 
common language about the importance of linking women’s issues with 
the greater political and economic questions of the day, a language that was 
?6D5>�45@<?I54�1719>CD�D85�*>9D54�(D1D5C��)85C5�3?>>53D9?>C�G?E<4�253?=5�
invaluable as the world’s women prepared for the last conference of the 
*$��53145�6?B�G?=5>�9>�$19B?29�9>�
����

Nairobi

Geopolitical tensions had grown in the ten years since Mexico City, 
G9D8�'5171>�1>4�)81D385B�>?G� 9>�?6T35�1>4� D85�(?F95DC�?33E@I9>7��6-
781>9CD1>��)85�*�(��7?F5B>=5>D�G1C�1>H9?EC�D?�1F?94�1�B5@51D�?6�D85�C9DE-
ation at the Copenhagen conference, and it was more actively involved in 
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preparations for Nairobi. The Reagan administration had appointed the 
&B5C945>DSC�41E78D5B�1>4�D85�3?>C5BF1D9F5�@?<9D9391>��<1>�!5I5C�D?�8514�
E@�D85�*�(��45<571D9?>�D?�$19B?29��49C@<139>7�D85�=?B5�<925B1<�G?=5>�G8?�
814�B5@B5C5>D54�D85�*>9D54�(D1D5C�9>�#5H93?��9DI�1>4��?@5>8175>��)85�
�=5B931>C�1<C?�@B5CC54�C?=5�14F1>D175C�9>�$19B?29�D81D�D85I�494�>?D�81F5�
1D�@B5F9?EC�3?>65B5>35C��(9>35�!5>I1�G1C�1>�1<<I�?6�D85�*>9D54�(D1D5C��D85�
latter assisted with the costs and logistical arrangements of hosting the 
conference.68�)85��=5B931>�7?F5B>=5>D�G1C�45D5B=9>54�>?D�D?�81F5�D?�F?D5�
1719>CD�D85�?6T391<�3?>65B5>35�4?3E=5>D��D85��?BG1B4�"??;9>7�(DB1D5795C�
��"(���1>4�5H5BD54�851FI�@B5CCEB5�?>�D85�!5>I1>C�D?�=1;5�CEB5�D81D�D85�
FLS was adopted by a consensus and without a separate document like the 
Declaration of Mexico. One of the key ways that the Nairobi FLS was dif-
65B5>D�6B?=�D85�
����&<1>�?6��3D9?>�?B�D85�
��	�&B?7B1==5�?6��3D9?>�G1C�
that the FLS was to be voted upon paragraph by paragraph. Individual 
governments could have their reservations to certain paragraphs noted as 
@1BD�?6�D85�?6T391<�4?3E=5>D��

�D�G1C��E>CEB@B9C9>7<I��D85�*>9D54�(D1D5C�45<571D9?>�D81D�=145�EC5�?6�
this new provision more than any other nation. Sixteen advanced capitalist 
3?E>DB95C�:?9>54�D85�*>9D54�(D1D5C�9>�CE2=9DD9>7�B5C5BF1D9?>C�D?�@1B17B1@8�
���2531EC5� 9D� B565BB54� D?� D85��53<1B1D9?>�?6�#5H93?��)85�*�(��45<571D9?>�
by itself, however, asked that its reservations be recorded with regard to 
eleven different paragraphs in the FLS, disagreeing with issues ranging 
from Palestinian women’s rights and economic sanctions on the South 
�6B931>�1@1BD8594�B579=5��D?�D85�3?>35@D�?6�5AE1<�@1I�6?B�G?B;�?6�5AE1<�
value.69�)85��E<71B91>C��D85�(?F95D�*>9?>��1>4�D859B�C?391<9CD�1<<95C�494�>?D�
submit reservations to any paragraphs in the Forward-Looking Strategies. 

In her report back to the Bulgarian government after Nairobi, Elena 
Lagadinova wrote that the women from the G-77 countries were the most 
politically active delegates at the conference and were the major contribu-
tors to the writing of the Forward-Looking Strategies.70 The CBWM noted 
with pride that the G-77 women supported all of the positions promoted 
by the socialist countries, although she claimed that the G-77 had focused 
on “their own political and socio-economic problems, like the question of 
peace, apartheid, Palestine, the New International Economic Order, and 
others.”71 That the G-77 countries were in ideological sync with the socialist 
countries was considered a political success partially of the CBWM’s making. 
When the Eastern Bloc countries were asked by the conference Secretariat 
to provide a General Rapporteur, they unanimously selected Lagadinova in 
recognition of the many friends and allies that the CBWM had among the 
G?=5>�9>�$19B?29��@1BD93E<1B<I�1=?>7�D85��6B931>�45<571D5C��=1>I�?6�G8?=�
had probably visited Bulgaria at the invitation of the CBWM. In 1985, it was 
1��E<71B91>�D81D�85<@54�D?�C81@5�1>4�45<9F5B�D85�T>1<�B5@?BD�CE==1B9J9>7�
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D85�@B?35549>7C�?6�D85�<1CD�G?B<4�3?>65B5>35�?6�D85�*$��53145�6?B�,?=5>�
to the international media.72�)G5>DI�TF5�I51BC�16D5B�D85�5F5>D��"17149>?F1�
CD9<<�B5=5=25BC�259>7�5<53D54��5>5B1<�'1@@?BD5EB�1C�?>5�?6�D85�T>5CD�=?-
ments of her twenty-two years as head of the CBWM.73

Following on the successes of Nairobi, the CBWM continued to 
strengthen its position as the leader of socialist women’s organizations, 
and increased its ties with women in western and developing countries. In 
recognition of her important role in Nairobi, Lagadinova was also appointed 
D?�D85��?1B4�?6�)BECD55C�?6��$()'�,�D?�C5BF5�1�D8B55�I51B�D5B=�6B?=�
����
until June 1991.74 In preparation for a renewed international program of 
14F?313I��D85���,#�8?CD54�D85�
����,����3?E>39<�=55D9>7�9>�(?T1�1>4�
organized its fourth national conference to elect new regional committee 
members and to issue a new set of guiding principles. On September 12–15, 
1989, representatives of the WIDF executive council convened once more in 
(?T1�D?�@<1>�D859B�9>D5B>1D9?>1<�13D9F9D95C�6?B�D85�3?=9>7�453145�

Less than a month later, on November 10, 1989, however, an internal 
putsch ousted Todor Zhivkov and Bulgaria’s long and painful transition to 
democracy and free markets began. In early 1990, after calling for an external 
1E49D�?6�D85���,#SC�T>1>35C���<5>1�"17149>?F1�12BE@D<I�B5D9B54���D�D85�
time, the CBWM had an enormous budget, which was duly turned over to 
the newly renamed Bulgarian Socialist Party. The CBWM headquarters on 
82 Patriarch Eftimi Boulevard was restituted to private owners. The infor-
=1D9?>�1B389F5�?6�D85��?==9DD55��G8938�814�T<<54�D85�5>D9B5�D?@�U??B�?6�
their building, was pillaged and scattered, with only some of the documents 
being sent to the national archives. By the 1995 World Conference in Beijing, 
the CBWM ceased to exist and most of the socialist women’s organizations 
had been dissolved. Eastern European women in Beijing complained that 
their voices had been marginalized after 1989 and they had become a “non-
region.”75 In 1996, Zhenata Dnes was privatized, and became another glossy, 
women’s magazine paid for by advertisements for beauty creams that cost 
about half of the average monthly wage. The heyday of socialist women’s 
international activities was over. Their contributions to the formation of 
D85�9>D5B>1D9?>1<�G?=5>SC�=?F5=5>D�4EB9>7�D85�*$��53145�6?B�G?=5>�
would soon be consigned to the dustbin of “herstory.”76

Conclusion

The historiography of socialist women’s movements continues to be 
shaped by the legacies of the Cold War, not only by women in the West, but 
by Eastern European scholars who desire to have their work published in 
Western journals. But as this very brief survey of the CBWM’s international 
activities has shown, socialist women’s organizations were important ac-
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D?BC�4EB9>7�D85�*$��53145�6?B�,?=5>��5F5>�96�:ECD�1C�1�6?9<�6?B�G5CD5B>�
feminists and as an inspiration for women from the developing world. 
Socialist women, furthermore, saw themselves as advocating for women’s 
B978DC�G9D89>�1�2B?145B�@B?7B1=�?6�C?391<�381>75��1>4�C1G�D85�D8B55�*$�
conferences on women as important forums where they could build strategic 
alliances and promote their worldview. They were active and committed 
participants at these meetings, yet the stories of their participation in this 
historic decade are largely lost to us today.

�<D8?E78�D85B5�G1C�1>�9==5491D5�BEC8�2I�G5CD5B>�C38?<1BC�9>D?�D85�
former socialist archives of the secret police and into the records of the 
#9>9CDB95C�?6��?B597>��6619BC�9>�?B45B�D?�@B?F5�D85�=1>I�5F9<�4554C�?6�D85�
communist governments, there has been little interest in examining the 
documentary record of the achievements of “really existing” socialism, 
particularly with regards to women’s issues. Part of the problem is that the 
<571395C�?6�D85��?<4�,1B�CD9<<�=1;5�9D�496T3E<D�6?B�C38?<1BC��2?D8��1CD�1>4�
West, to argue that there were #/9 positive aspects of the socialist era. In 
light of the growing nostalgia for socialism across Eastern Europe, however, 
perhaps now is the time to explore the possibility that socialist governments 
were actually committed to the abstract goals of equality, even if they often 
failed to live up to those goals in practice.77 Organizations like the CBWM, 
more importantly, may have truly attempted to create a better world for 
women, and worked hard to forge the networks and alliances that would 
help promote their cause. If, in the end, the entire socialist dream fell to 
pieces, modern feminists should at least acknowledge that these state so-
cialist women’s organizations were instrumental in shaping the discourses 
and practices of the postwar international women’s movement. 
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